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Eco ogy Topic For T e Day
1

Earth s Fate

Questioned
By GALE METCALF
News Editor

-BOT May Soon Adopt Pub BoClr.d
The Board of Trustees indicated
Friday they will accept the
Associated Student Council
Publications Board proposal with
only minor changes involved.
The decision came in the
afternoon executive session after
a lengthy discussion during the
morning's general session in
which interested parties were
heard.
Final action on the proposal is
expected at next month's Board
meeting.
Associated President Bob Van

Schoorl, in justifying Council's
proposal, said that since the
students of Eastern and
specifically A.S. Council are the
publishers of the student
publications, they should have
primary say over these
publications.
In the morning session, there
appeared a certain amount of
opposition to Council's proposal,
but in the afternoon session, the
Trustees sided with Council's
proposal.
President Shuck said in the

Athletic Council Is Still
Debating Question of Code
Discussion on the need or
desirability of a new athletic code
was the main order of business
during yesterday's Ath letic
Council meeting.
According to Dr. Eugene
Fletcher, chairman of the Athletic
Council, the sub-committee
studying, the need for a code to
replace the one suspended by
President Emerson C. Shuck·
March 10 gave preliminary report
on their findings.
Dr. Fletcher said he felt that
until more studies were made, Ure
reports should remain undisclosed.
The sub-committee, formed last
week, made a preliminary report
on the possibility of a new code
and the procedures needed for
appeals from athletes who may
have complaints co.ncernlng
athletics.
Dr. Fletcher . . said that some

people questioned whether an
athletic code is even needed.
In response, members of the
athletic department submitted for
inspection a code they have
recently drawn up. Dr. Fletcher
said that if it is decided to have a
code, the athletic department will
submit this one for approval.
It was felt that the preliminary
code was a "simple and general
statement of policy'' that met the
approvalof everyone,accordingto
Dr. F letcher.
Concerning an appeals system,
the athletic department is
scheduled to submit for discussion
a procedural system outline for
appeals within the athletic
department.
The council is also in the process
of drawing up guidelines for
appeals procedures from the
athle tic departme nt to t.he
Athletic Council

morning session he was concerned
over the fact that the
administration had no say in the
proposed Pub Board~s actions. He
said since the college as a whole
was reflected in the student
publications, the college should
have a say in the Pub Board's
affairs.
He added that the college, not
just A.S. Council, would be sued if
any action came from an article
printed in the student new spa per.
" With the Council proposal, the
administration haS' no recourse of
action if pressure is felt from the
outside,'' said the president.
VanSchoort assured the Board,
however, that Council is more
than willing to take full
responsibility over the
publications.
Apparently, the Trustees were
satisfied with his answer, since
the decision later came to accept
the proposal.
Council's proposal gives a
publications board the power to
hire and fire the various student
editors, make policy concerning
the publications and review all
publications
and
offer
recommendations.
The Easterner Editor Robert
Jones and the paper's advisor
Richard Hoover said they felt
having student government
control the press is ·a potenualfy
unhealthy situation.
Both said they saw fault in
having Council appoint all five
members of the board and giving
Council the power to review
decisions made by the Pub Board.
Some of the minor changes
asked for by the Trustees involved
tl)e wording in the section

concerning the power of review by
Council. It was felt by President
Shuck the article left the door
open for Council not only review
Pub Board decisions but enact
decisions of their own.
The article will be changed,
according to Executive VicePresident Clint. Hill to read that
( Continued on Page

The Trumpeter Swan begins his
flight. His sturdy wings strain in
an up and down motion to raise his
huge, elegant body off the water.
Soon the stru~gle eases, his body
becomes lighter and his wings
begin a floating motion as he
gracefully arcs into the sky . ·
Below him lies his habitat, the
Turnbull · Na t ional
Wildlife
Refuge . six miles so utheast of
Cheney. Here there is forest a nd
water. aii; a nd land. Here he
breeds . But he is not a lone here . It
is a shared conf ine of ma ny
elements and creature of na ture.
a ll part of the r fug all part of
the ea rth.
As he swe µ~ up an d o r the
refu ge toda y the Trum peter Swan
is unawa re of the even ts tha t are
taking place below him . He does
not know of the movement across
the millions of square miles of the
continental United States that
could effect him and could effect
the existence of his earth below.
Today is Earth Day, and from
Cheney, _Washington, to Yuma,
Arizona; from Yuma to
Tallahassee, Florida; from
Tallahassee, to Burlington,
Vermont; and from Burlington
back to Cheney again there is an
environmental movement
crossing America in a scope that
bas never been matched before on
what ls now considered a problem
of major proportions by a great
segment' of the United States.
Dr. Frank Nicol, chairman of
Eastern's biology department, is a
highly vocal member of that
segment and has been pushing for
weeks to organize the various
departments of Eastern in to a
concentrated effort of study on the
ecology problem in all its faci ts
during Earth Day.
"What we want to do is increase
the awareness of a need to do
something,'! Dr. Nicol explained.
"In so many cases people talk
about a need to do $Omething but
there is a real danger of ~t
(Continued on Page 11)
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Wooten Quits Post,
Anderson New Head
·~

Dr. Robert Anderson, professor
of physical education for ten years
at Eastern, has been named
athletic director by Dr. J~ck
Leighton, director of health,
physical education and recreation.
Anderson succeeds Brent
Wooten, who resigned the position
to concentrate on his duties as
head football coach and physical
education instructor.
Dr. Anderson, who was a former
tennis coach and assistant football
coach at Eastern, wi11 take on his
new position September 1.
"I hope we can continue the
program," Anderson said, noting
the unity of the physica I education
and athletic departments, the
personnel and the membership in
the Evergreen Conference.
Wooten said . it was " just too
much of a load" to continue as
teache r, coach, recruiter and
administrator.
" I felt there are things that have

to be accomplished that I was not
able to get accomplished for
various reasons," Wooten said. " A
new man stepping into a job can
often get things the old one can not

1

Robert Andenon
get. It worked this way when I
succeeded Dave Holmes ( former
(Continued on Page 11)
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NO WOOTEN .TO KICK
Eight year ago a well known
political figure lost his bid for hi gh
poli tica I office in California . He
followed his defeat with a press
conference in which he said. "You
will not have Nixon to kick around
anymore ."
Now a well know sports figure at
Eastern is saying, in effect, "You will
not have Wooten to kick around
anymore."
Brent Wooten is stepping down as
athletic director to concentrate on his
duties as head football coach and
physical education instructor. While
certainly not removing himself from
the spotlight that brought him
moments of glory as well as moments
of pain, hi s is leaving the post for
which he received his greatest

criticism. With growing frequency
Wooten himself. and not the
department. was the object of
criticism .
By Wooten's own admission, a new
man may give the athletic
department a better bargaining
position while the aim of the
department will probably remain the
same.

That new man is Dr. Bob Anderson,
an amiable. well liked, and well
respected member of the
· department. His will be a very
difficult, complicated job. lt requires
a specialist in administration and
public relations. Dr. Anderson
possesses these qualities and is a good
choice for the job.

BLACKS' WANTS VARIED
Black Week is over. the speakers
have gone their separate ways.
We are left with our own personal
prejudices ; it is unlikely that any of
the week's events sponsored by the
Black Student Union have greatly
changed anyone' s attitudes and
beliefs.
It is to be hoped, however, that the
variety of opinions expressed from
Black Panther Aaron Dixon 's to
over-thirty Dick Gregory's, have
shown there are alternatives to
racism.
Blacks do not agree among
themselves on any one means of

achieving their ends. they do not
agree even on specific ends. Black
Week , with its many sided
viewpoints , has shown, if nothing
else. that white America cannot point
to the Black Panthers or Stokely
Carmichael or any one person or
group and say. "That is what the
black man wants, and I do not like it. "
If we give an honest appraisal to
Black Week and balck demands. we
must admit to our selves that black
America is not the stereotype black
who drives a Cadillac to.a riot, but it
is comprised of as many types of
people with as many different
viewpoints as white America .

MONEY TALKS
By ROBERT JONES
Editor

After trying to appeal to people's

We accept the fact that Council is
the publisher of this newspaper. But

logic for three weeks concerning the

as stated before. Council should not
have the power to oversee the affairs

Publicat10ns Board. The Easterner
has come to the conclusion that
reason is not the name of the gqme .
It is MONEY.
Council argues that since A.S. is the
publisher of the student press, it
should have primary say over these
publications. Council also says that
since they pay the bills, they should
have the power to hire and fire the
editors.
Apparently, the Board also adheres
to this dictum that "money talks ...
In acc,.epting Council's proposal. the
Trustees showed that they too . chose
to ignore the theory of press freedom
in favor of the money.

of the Pub Board nor should Council
be allowed to appoint the entire
voting membership of the Pub Board.
Apparently, the Trustees see things
d ifferently. After Council's
Wednesday night farce where the Pub
Board proposal passed without a word
of discussion, better things were
expected from the Board of Trustees.
Little better materialized.
Granted there was more intelligent
discussion. but it became obvious the
Board's view of the press' s role is
just as limited as Council's.
As they say. whoever has the
money has • the freedom over the
press.

Letters to the Editor
Thanks, BSU
Editor :
This is not only a ddressed to the
editor. but to all the people on this
campus who can think freely .
I would like very much to thank
the organizers of Black Week for
bringing some very interesting
people to t he ca mpus. I think I
learned more about the AfroAmerican c ulture in five days than
I have in 18 years. At some times I
did not agree with all that was said
because it was simply making me
mad, but in retrospect I can see
the point that they were arguing
and I now agree with their ideas.
The blacks on this campus
should be proud of their color. It is
too bad that there are so many
'crackers' living here that have
the stupidity to say that they are
better than a black because they
are white. They only reinforce the
fact that they are ·the stupid ones.
I am glad to see that the blacks
in this country are starting to get
somewhere with the ir liberation
moveme nt. I know it must be hell
to grow up in a nd be taught about

the white world. I can feel thi s
beca use I have been growing up in
an everything-but-Jewish society.
it reall.v is horse shi- !
My only wish is that the s hort
sighted people of the world wi ll be
educated to see the light. They are
the ones who are s uppressing
freedom for the ones who most
desperately need it.
I. Mitchel

Gee Whizz, Al
Editor :
About five months ago I w a
summoned to the office of Alle n
Ogdon . He wanted to ask how I
was getting a long.
Gee Whizz ! Now that I think of
it. that wa s a rea l sweet gesture .
During the course of ·our· ta lk he
asked if I had any questions. I did.
I asked where the men's room
was.
question which was. and still is.
weighing heavily on my mind .
"What is being done about a black
studies program ?" He fud ged
around a minute then sa id there
was a history of black Am e rica

course oHcred. He also said there
was _a black English professor I
could talk to.
Goll~1 ! That's great. I replied
na ive l~·. But thinkin g he might
have misunderstood me I asked
agai n if there was a black studies
program . He was read~· thi s time.
he said tha t we , the co liege . soon
to be a unive rsit\ 1 didn ' t need a
program of th is type .
I know a ver~· little bit abou t
blacks. and I sure!~· would like to
know more . I came to college for a
full education not an e ducation of
everything except black culture.
People in our dearl~· loved
administration are the ones
keeping the black st udies out.
They are the ones to be · held
responsible , but not totally.
We. the students. must sta rt a
progra m for black studies . This is
essential to both black and white
beca use li ving in a time of
revol ution of old ideas a nd new
ones it would great!~· reduc the
proble m factor if we ould get
togeth r as a unit d poepl . not as
two differ nt ra ·es . F or your own
information I am white. .
Scott Alan

YSA No Help
Editor.
Some points need to be clarified
regarding spo nsorship and
involvement in last Friday's
reporte d student strike and
Thursday's very successful antiwar march.
A student strike was called for
and armbands distributed solely
by the Young Socialist Alliance
and not the Committee for Peace
in Vietna m as was reported by The
Easterner.
It was also incorrectly stated
that the march was sponsored
jointly by the CPVN, Black
Student Union and Young Socialist
Alliance. The march was
sponsored solely by the
Committee for Peace in Vietnam
with cooperation from the BSU .
It is equally incorrect however
that the Young Socialist Alliance
was not involved in the building of
the march as was printed in the
Focus Thursday morning .
Th e a n tiwar
mov e m e nt
unequivoca lly a · epts the aid of
any indi vidual or any orga nization

which calls fo.r immediate
withdrawal- from Vietnam. One of
these organizatio~s is the Young
Socialist Alliance. but there are
a lso Democrats. Republicans.
other S\)Cialists. and non-affiliated
people involved in the anti-war
movement.
Despite
our
political
disagreements on other issues. we
all vork together on the one issue
we a ll do agree on - that the U.S. ·
should get out of Vietnam.
Susan Wamsley
Chairman. CPVN

Where is Sot?

Editor :
I Especially the ones directly
responsible J
.
Unfortunate ly you are blind. or
incoherent to improvement in
respect to your journalistic
a ttempt.
I am refe r rin g to your
di scontinu;, tion of the infamous
Rollin Sot.
In my average, slightly s lanted
leftist approach to life, I found
extreme sati sfaction from your
(C ntinu ed on Page 11)
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EW Dancers Tour

World On Stage
Let me sincerely apoligize to
anyone who has been of fended by my
articles advocating ecological sanity,
especially La Leche League (an
activist breast feeding organization).
It seem that my comment on the DDT
content of mothers milk has these
ladies concerned that mothers will
now be reluctant to breast feed their
offspring.
Let me make one thing perfectly
clear on this subject, I am 100% in
favor of breast feeding and would
never consciously do anything to
deprive any child that experience.
Acutally, mothers milk, even with
DDT, is better than that synthetic,
doped-up crap that we buy in the
grocery stores. That stuff is s~ well
preserved, its mummified. Even
bacteria won't eat it, but we do!
I guess I'm justified in raving on
like this because today, as you are
aware, is Earth Day. It's a day of
ligitirnate dissent concern for all
Americans, the student and the
corporation president alike. Its a day
when the college students across the
country can show their .concern over
industrial and other pollution forms,
and the business community. can
make some token gestures and then
push for more bills to muzzle "those
damn campus agitators and
radicals."
Example: The American ~~gion
(God, Mother, etc.) post commander

at Lewiston, Idaho, (which we all
know has no pollution problems)
refered to the students in the
ecological action group at Lewis
Clark Normal School as conscious
conspiritors or dupes of the
Communist Party. Can you bel~eve
that, Communist conspiritors?
The biggest challenge to the
movement is not the Legionnaire
types however, it is we college-age
people and our younger brothers and
sisters. We are the ones that must
carry the movement on to clean up
the world and to bring population
under control. We are the ones that
must change our life style if we and
our children are to survive on the
earth. This is no fad, it is the
beginning of the struggle for survival!
Let the movement die and you die.
\

•••••

To top the week off, The Associated
Students presents in concert, in the
fieldhouse, The Cowsils. You've
heard their many top tunes· including,
The Rain, The Park And Other
Things, We Can Fly, and their biggest
hit of all Hair, which tpey'll be
performing Friday night, May first.
One more note, Dryden has
confirmed they are holding their
mixer out doors in keeping with the
Eighth-of-May tradition. Rumor has
it that Zero Population Growth
members will attend with flashlights
so be alert.

Record Review

Folk-Rock Album 'Relaxed'
joined by Rush 's recitation of the being a hopelessly trite " Colors of
Contributing Writer
lyrics: '.'Just came up on the the Sun " . The lyrics a r e
"Tom Rush" (Columbia 9972) is Midnight Special - My car broke unpretentious'; the musicianship
a relaxes set indicative of the down in Texas - She stopped dead never wavers from its high
direction fold; rock is taking. The in her tracks. " This is abruptly quality.
"Lullaby" is exqusite; " Old
often obscure '' message lyric'' augmented by the piercing, jolting
Man
Song" is dark and moo~ y;
school best reflected in Bob strains of Trevor Veitch on slide
Dylan's work up to 1968 has been guitar; bass and drums soon fill in " Child's Song" is touching without
supplanted by a simpler, almost to round out the sound. A rich. ful~- being maudlin. They mawky
postoral mode. Rush is certainly a bodied string section is eventually sentamentality of much current
leading exponent of the latter added, resulting in an end that folk music is kept at a bare
overwhelms the listener in sheer minimum. Especially tasty is the
development.
acoustical guitar o.f Veitch
A large share of the credit for momentum. All the while Rush is throughout
the ballads.
mournfully
telling
us
how
he
feels
this exemplary product must go to
Rush ' s vocal
Over-looking
"some
old
engine
who
has
lost
like
arranger-producer Ed Freeman.
mannerisms
we
are
left with an
It was Freeman who assembled my driving wheel." Very. very
extremely
pleasant
album of
·
the excellent band of veteran satisfying.
contemporary folk music.
studio musicians; it was Freeman
Of the hard rockers, Sleepy John Essential for fans of the idiom.
who saw that the orchestral parts Estes' "Drop Don Down Mama"
heighted rather than smothered is beautiful, from Rush's non-cultists., such as myself, will
the effect of songs; and it was surprisingly convincing blues find enjoyment in it as well .
Freeman who struck a balance in delivery to the hard-driving
FOUND AT GOOFY'S
the range of material - - .from ensemble work. "Wild Childn and
"Livin' in the Country" are nearly
gutsy rock to mellow folk ballads.
GOOFY'S
as
successful.
36-24-36, BLONDE,
The role of Rush in these
5'3", & BLUE EYESI
proceedings is reduced to a
The slow ballads making up the
CLAIM AT
tertiary level beneath Freeman stock of the album a re mostly
GOOFY'S
and the musicians. One gets the . quite delightful, the exception
feeling that, given this type of
musical and technical support,
almost anyone could have come up
with a proficient album .
Rush's singing is unchanged : his
Leave June 22 - Return Aug. 22
unfortunate penchant for
sporadically croaking out
SPOKANE TO AMSTERDAM & RETURN-$283
syllables instead of singing them
is indulged in . though less
-Eligible for EWSC students, faculty staf fand their immediate
frequently than in previous
families .
recordings. It is not all that bad.
but then again .. ..
GET FLIGHT APPLICATIONS AT OFFICE OF SPECIAL ,Ro.
The opening "Driving Wheel" is
GRAMS, 207 SHOWALTER.
a typical cut. An introduction of
organ and dobro in du et i~ soon
By JOHN M. JOHNSON

They completed their tour
around the world Saturday night,
dancing to the cultural rhythm of
13 countries and embracing 23
dances on a journey that took
them and their audience through
the Middle East, Europe, Asia and
North America.
For the " EWSC Dancers" the
presentation of their spring
concert - Dance Your Way Around
The World - Friday and Saturday
nights before audiences in
Showalter Auditorium provided
the climax to several weeks
preparation.
The two, hour and a half shows
presented by the "Dancers" last
weekend was done with such
precision that they hid from the
audience the real meaning of an
excellent performance.
The journey around the world
that was completed with a
performance of grace and style by
the 26-member group had not
come easily. It had meant weeks
of drilling, timing and perfecting.
It had meant skipped meals and
shuffled schedules. It had meant
tiredness and moments of
frustration. And finally it had
meant pressure-pressure from the
critical eye of an audience. But in
the end they had performed with
the elegance and smoothness of
the dance group they had become.
The audience applauded the
warmth of Hava Nagila . the
national dance of Israel: they fell
the tenderness of the Japanese
Haiku symbolizing a lost love:
they marveled at the preci ion of
the Swiss Mechanical Doll dance:
and they witnessed the soul dance
and music of Black America. But
still the audience missed the full
extent o( the performance.
No one saw the long hours that
went into the Dancers
handmaking their own costumes.
For each single, well executed
dance performed no one saw the
continuous working and reworking
of that same dance dozens of

times in rehearsa~-: The brillh!ntly
ti~ed movements with the music
of each dance blurred the long
hours that honed the timing to
perfection.
The performances on stage
Friday and Saturday nights were
on,y one set put ~:m by the Dancers
last weekend. Another equally
smooth performance went on back
stage as the members of the group
helped one another with costume
changes and gave words of
encouragement to the performers
of the " next" dance.
Mrs. Edith Howard, the
attractive and personable director
of the Dancers, conceived the allvolunteer group last fall,
Those who started as strangers
and became a team are Kathleen
Anderson , Barbara . Avey ,
Cassandra Bessire, Elaine Cobb.
Pamela Coffman, Terri Eli ,
Marilynn Ferrians , Mari
Goodrich. Diane Hughes. Joyce
Kirk . Janet Klaus , Sharah Kreger.
Gail Mertens, Christine Patopea.
Bette Robison , Susan Roupe , Beth
Rudawsky, Jacque Sepolen, Fred
Adams, Stanley Cass, Ronald
Keefer, Kenngth Ormsby, Brock
Robison , Gregory Romig and
D0nald Sims.
Women from the Hawaiian Club
who presented the " Theme From
Hawaii" during the concert are
Faith Yamamoto. Jeany Kikkawa .
and Patricia Lum .

GO TO THE OWL PHARMACY FOR 4 & 8 TRACK TAPE
CARTRIDGES AND GET A 10% DISCOUNT ON GREATS
LIKE ... SANTANA. STEPPENWOLK. HAIR -TOM

JONES

JOHNNY CASH· CREDENCE CLEARWATER.

""-...

Industry Looks For
Experience
"Our Company employment policy has a·lways
encouraged the acceptance of qualified ROTC
graduates. The training and experience they
acquire in public speaking, conference techniques,
planning, organizing and management of resources, while serving as an officer, have been of
significant value in meeting the day-to-day challenges of industry."

CHARTER FLIGHT TO EUROPE

W. R. PERSONS
Chairman of the Board
Emerson Electric Co.

Con1ing

Friday, May 1
1 I ,

~
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Course Critique Will Let ·
Students· Grade Teachers

Youth Vote
Discussed
By ~ramer
Federal legislation to lower the
voting age nationwide is
unconstitutional and probably will
not pass, said A. Ludlow Kramer,
Washington's secretary of state.
Speaking to about fifty students
Thursday in the Capri Room of the
Student Union Building, Kramer
said if young people want the vote,
they should concentrate on the
state law to be voted on by
Washington voters in November.
The campaign work will have to
come from the under-21 year olds,
he said, because of apathy among
the older people.
"One third of the people are in
favor," Kramer said, "one third
are against, and one third are
undecided. The last third is the
group you have to work on."
A two thirds majority vote is
necessary to put the law into
effect.
A state committee has been set
up to support the bill , with "a
dollar and a day" campaign drive .
Donations of one dollar and one
day's work next fall are being
sought, primarily from the young
people most affected by the
· SECRETARY OF STATE Ludlow Kramer appeared before
proposed law.
Eastern is joining the campaign. approximately fifty interested listeners in the SUB Thursday morning
with solicitations being made in speaking on the subject of the 19-year-old vote. He said that to get the
the dorms and a booth to be set up vote through, the young must concentrate on ellicting support from the
people undecided on the 19-year-old vote.
in the Student Union Building .

Dick Grego·r y

Anti-War March Ends Talk
Between 250 and 300 Eastern
students joined comedian Dick
Gregory in a march sponsored by
the Committee for Peace in
Vietnam through downtown
Cheney and back to the campus
following Gregory ' s speech
Thursday night.
Carrying white crosses and
singing ''Amen,'' the marchers
registered· their protest to the
United States involvement in the
Vietnam war after the highlight of
the Black Student Union's Black
Week--Gregory' s talk on civil
rights in America.
Gregory repeatedly called on
today' s youth-- specifically college
students-- to solve the problems
older America has left them.
"We old fools not only did not
solve our problems, but we used
up all the tricks .. . . You have the
problems; there are no more
tricks."
Before the ci vi 1 rights
movement became fully involved,
southern white parents bussed
their children past black schools
to white schools, and black kids
past white schools to black
schools. Gregory· said.
Now, these same white parents
are making their children go to
school in condemned buildings
rather than sit next to black
children.
"Do not blame bussing on us.
Niggers ain' t made one bus in the
history of t.he world."
He said the Black Panthers are
not being killed because they are
black, nor for their talk of self
defense, but because they are
feeding poor hungry children.
" Any nation that can keep one
fourth of its population hungry can
muster an army to go anyplace
and kill anyone, because hungry
people do not ask questions," he
said.
The Panthers drew police
attention into the ghetto because
of their food program , when the
pimps and dope pushers could not,
Gregory said.
Gregory talked with contempt of
the epithet "culturally deprived"
used in conjunction with ghetto
youth.
" I watched whores turn tricks at
five years old," Gregory said. "I
watched whores, pimps , and dope
pusheres. If anything, I got too

much culture! "
Marijuana users are being
persecuted, Gregory said , while
heroin pushers are being told to
keep it coming "cheaper and
stronger."
The Nixon administration is
afraid " pot is putting
revolutionary ideas" into young
people, Gregory said.
On the subject of protest,
Gregory talked of the recent rash
of bombongs. After the New York
City bombings Nixon went to
Congress ca!ling for the death
penalty for throwing a bomb.
"But no American president
called for the death penalty,"
Gregory said, "when an Atlanta
church full of black children was
bombed."
Black Panther Bobby Seale was
not gagged in the Chicago " 8"
trial because he made more noise ,
Gregory said . He was gagged
because one day he asked Julias
Hoffman, presiding judge, how
much stock he owned in the
Brunswick corporation.
Hoffman is a major stockholder
in the firm , a manufacturer of
" machine guns and dynamite,"
Gregory said.
"It will be a cold day in America
when anti-war demonstrators are
tried by one of the biggest
stockholders in the maker of war
materials."
Gregory pointed to former
Secretary of State Dean Rusk,
saying Rusk's son has been out of

college for six years without being
drafted.
"I wish I was young enoagh to
get drafted ,'' Gregory said. '' I
would fly to Washington, D. C.,
handcuff myself to Dean Rusk's
kid and say whatever is wrong
with him is wrong with me. "
Throughout the talk , Gregory
called on youth to solve the
problems of America, saying
there are "no more tricks."
He cited the portion of the
Declaration of Independence
which asserts man's right to
change an oppressive form of
government. Then he called for
morality, not killing cops, or
blowing up police stations.
The Duponts, Rockefellers and
Kennedys are the real trouble, he
said, referring to their wealth and
power. America' s preoccupation
with the dollar was the source of
much of her trouble, he said,
calling it the "jolly greenJesus."

Evaluation of students by
teachers is a controversial reality.
Evaluation of teachers by
students, equally controversial , is
not yet so real.
A comm ittee of five students
and three faculty members is
presently working to make student
evaluation a realitv in t he form of
an Associated Student-s~onsored
course critique , said A.S.
President Bob Van Schoorl.
The purpose of the critique,
VanSchoorl said, wi II be to
"provide students with
information about courses and
instructors" and "to further the
objective of excellence in teaching
as specified in the college's

Pub Board Gets
OK By Council

Associated Students Council
pa ssed the student Publications
Board proposal last week by a vote
of 12-3 with one abstention and
sumitted it for approval to the
Board of Trustees (Story page 1) .
They also voted to accept an
amendment to the A.S. By-laws
which had been debated and
revised at Council's meeting of
two weeks ago (ApriJ 8).
Under the amendment to
Section Seven of the By-laws the
Finance committee will now be
made up of ten seats consisting of
two members elected from
Council, two executive officers
elected by Council executives, the
A.S. treasurer, and five members
selected at large by the A.S.
treasurer with the approval of
Council.
The amendment also declared
that the treasurer wiJI serve as
chairman of the Finance
committee with the power ·to vote
on]y to form a quorum or in case
of a tie. The A.S. assistant
secretary will serve at Finance
committee meetings but will not
have speaking or voting privileges
under the new amendment.
The amended By-laws give the
Finance committee responsibility
over A.S. funds and also includes
"the disbursement of the
Programmed Reserve and
approval of area budgets."

mission statement."
The first objective is to give
students a basis for class and
teacher selection.
The second objective is hoped to
be achieved by departments using
the results of the critique in
promotion
and
tenure
considerations, VanSchoorl said.
The committee has been
working on a 9uestionaire since
the beginning of winter quarter,
and VanSchoorl said the critique
will be sent out to faculty
members for a test run at the end
of spring quarter.
Results will not be released for
at least a year, VanScoorl said, to
allow the committee to
accumulate a more complete
store of information for
evaluation.
Questions cover the instructor,
the materials used and the
methods of instruction ( type of
tests, attendance requirements,
and so on ), as well as the material
covered during the course.
The multiple choice form will
allow computerized tabulation of
the results, making it easier to
publish and evaluate the findings .
The major problem .facing the
critique now, Vans Schoorl said, is
acceptance by the faculty and,
later, the students themselves.
The critique questionaire has
been sent to faculty members for
reactions and suggested changes,
with responses generally good,
said VanSchoorl.
JIM DYCK, Prop.

CHENEY BOWL
BEER/WINE & SNACK BAR
POOL TABLE
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PRIVATE PARTIES
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for EWCS Students
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Author Sees Future Ease

ARTHUR CLARKE, co-author of ''2001, A Space Oddessey" spoke
before a crowd in Showalter Auditorium on life in the year 2001. Clarke,
author of over forty books, entranced his audience by describing his
conception of man and his environment 30 years from now.

Plan Will Rotate
Dorm Directors
A plan to rotate dorm directors
between the residence halls has
been proposed by the dean of
students office. At present the
plan is undergoing structural
formation and ratification.
Assistant Dean of Students
Marianne Hall said she m__jde a
recommendation to the seven
head residents several weeks ago
and told them to think· about it.
Commenting on the rationale for
reorganization, Miss Hall said, ''in
men's halls, the dorm director is
likely to lose continuity beeause
there is such a turnover in head
residents. In womens dorms, the
directors, in all cases, have been
there for four or five years and a
feeling of complacency has fallen
over these leaders. Their position
is too comfortable.''

Film Due
Ingmar Bergman's "Wild
Strawberries"
will be
presented tomorrow in
Kennedy Auditorium at 3: 45
and 7:30 as part of the Foreign
Film Festival series, according
to Sue Wallace, librarian.
This film · is the widely
acclaimed account of a
doctor's journey through a
compelling landscape of dream
and memory. Traveling to
receive an honorary degree, he
is confronted with a series of
haunting flashbacks and events
that in a day's time reveals his
very depths.

Miss Hall said the girls of the
dormitory tend "to take the
director for granted and it is hard
both for the students and the
administration to make changes
and get things going."

"The time will come when man . He is the author of " Clarke's
won't have to 'go' to work . At that Law" which states : " If you say
time the place of work and the something is possible, you' re
place of living will not be probabl y right. If you say
seperate, " said Arthur C. Clark e, something is impossible, you're
author and inventor, last Friday in probably wrong. "
a speech before Eastern students.
Following along this line of
Clarke, who was presented as reasoning, Clarke gave a few
part of the Guest Lecturers Series, possibilities about the future of
spoke on the topic " Life in the mankind and what life will be like
Year 2001." He is the inventor of a in the year 2001 . With the
communications satelite. co- technological forecast dimly
author of both the movie and the foreseen, he made two major
book ''2001, A Space Oddessey,'' forecasts.
and the author of 40 science and
First, · the rise of ultrascience-fiction books.
intelligence machines which will
Clarke, also does underwater supercede man's intelligence, so
work and is presently working on a ma n will no longer have to think
book and research on the Great at all except to operate the
Barrier Reef of Australia, is a machine . And the opera lion of the
member of what he claims is the machine s will be merely
"smallest labour union in mechanical-learned motions, with
existence" - The Science Fiction no thought processes involved. If
Writers' Union. They have he needs any information he will
adapted one of his sayings for merely have to operate the
their union slogan: "The future machine and utilize the recorded
information.
isn't what it used to be."
The second predictio n was that
Clarke stated. in reference to
the slogan, the views of the future we will have contact with extrawere always changing , but now terrestial beir_igs .
more so than ever before . The
Clarke stated, "I may be
future now holds more interest, premature in these predictions
because we are now viewing past and man may not even last until
concepts of the future and are able the 2001, but if he does, I'm certain
to see the verity or fallacy of past that these two predictions will be
speculations. and can also see the fulfilled ." .
future prospects changing more
Explaining his reasoning for
using the year 2001 instead of the
than ever.

year 2000, Clarke said that this is
because the next millentu m·
doesn 't start until then . The year
2000 will be the final year or' this
millenium . There is no referen ·e
to the year 0. This millenium
began wi th the year one ( 1 )-the
next will begin with the year 2001.
However. since the multitudes
of people will undoubtedly" fly off
prematurel y and
begin
celebrating as soon as the year
2000 comes in, provided , of course,
we are still here, he suggested
that 'the entire yea r 2000 . be
declared a holida y.

German . Talks
Albert Pfuhl, a leader of the
West
German
Soci al
Democratic Party, will deliver
three speechs at Eastern
Friday morning.
Sponsored by the department
of political science, Pfuhl will
· speak at 8:30 a.m. in the Hall of
Science, room 117 on "German
Planning and Policies; at 10:40
a.m. in Patterson Hall, room
240, on "A European View of
European Unity," and at 11:40
a.m. in third floor of Patterson
on "Germany's New Era." The
third speech will be delivered
in German.

Presently, Dean Hall is awaiting
student reaction before moving
further on the old problem and its
new solution. But the feelings of
the directors themselves were
presented at a recerit meeting,
with the women very hesitant and
the men generally in favor. "The
obvious problem of moving and
getting settled is a shortcoming
posed by the women's dorm
directors rotation.'' Miss Hall
said.
The dean of students' office is
weighing the option of the
administratively appointed (it is
not a civil service position as in
some colleges) dorm director.
Miss Hall said, however, that even
if the new program is instituted it
would not be put into use during
the year 1970-71."

Dean Hall said she feels that a
dorm director can only do so much
good for each dorm and after that
stagnation occurs. "The first year
one finds out what its like, the
second year one gets something
started and the third year one gets
it done," she said.
Miss Hall explained the purpose
and function of the new program is
to place the person in the best
position at the correct dorm.
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..................... Campus zfctivities Spoilighted ..............._
Musician Due
Here Soon
Dr. William Gower, a woodwind
virtuoso and chairman of the
music department at the
University of Southern
Mississippi, will be the featured
artist'at the Artist Series Concert
next Tuesday at 8:15 p.m., said
Jerry Thomas , assistant
conductor of the Symphony
Orchestra.
Gower will appear as soloist
with Eastern ' s Symphony
Orchestra under the direction of
Dr. Wendal Jones. He will
perform Concerto for Oboe and
Otchestra, by Joseph Haydn and

Claude Debussy's Rha psodie for
Clarinet and Orchestra.
Students may obtain tickets by
presenting their student body card
at the music office desk, said
Thomas.

Faculty ·Gives
Music Recital

Three guest artists will join five
members of Eastern's music
faculty for a free Chamber Series
recital tonight at 8: 15 in
Showalter Auditorium.
Guest artists will be Kelly
Farris, violinist, concertmaster of
the Spokane Symphony Orchestra;

Robert Armstrong , viola ,
curriculum assistant for strings,
Spokane School District 81, and
Deadline for community college
Charles Kavaloski , associate teachers to apply for a five-week
professor of physics, a recent .summer program, the Master
. French horn soloist with the Teachers Institute, is May 15, said
Spokane Symphony. ·
Dr. Boyd C. Mills, director of
Eastern's community college
Faculty members in the recital program.
will be Antonia Dalapas, soprano;
"We have openings for 25
Ruth Richardson Carr, organist; teachers in the program, which
Marvin Mutchnik, violin; Achilles
Balabanis, cello, and Wendell will train experienced community
college teachers to transmit
Exline. French horn.
modern instructional methods and
The program will include Singet the means for professional
Dem Herrn by Buxtehude, with development as master teachers
soprano, organ, violin and cello; to less· experienced colleagues,
K<><taly's Duo for Violin and Dr. Mills said.
Violincello, Op . 17 , and
Nine credits are available to
Beethoven's Sextet for two violins, applicants, who are eligible for a
viola, cello and two horns.
weekly stipend of $75 olus an

Deadline Set

allowance of $15 per week for each
dependent, be uid. "No tuition or
other enrollment charges wiU be
made to those chosen for the
se11ion."

GroUp to Buy
Bus for Kids
The Cheney Jay-C-Ettes are
collecting Betty Crocker coupons
to buy a bus for retarded childi;en
at the Pacific Care Center in
Tacoma, accord~ng to Carla
Snyder, spokesman for the Jay!CEttes.
Coupons can be de livered to
Mrs. Snyder, 714, 6th Street, Apt.
4, phone 235-4698 or Shirley Pope,
424 Lincoln, phone 235-4571.

It's th·a t time of year again-tim,e to select the TOP TEN SENIORS. In order to be
considered by the Committee, a senior must be nominated by himself or another senior
with at least 151 credit hours.
.
,

Please help us choose these outstanding students by filling ouf the nomination form
·below. In order for your nominations to be considered, you must indicate the number of
credit hours completed. Your name and a list of your activities and/or honors that you
have had since you started at Eastern would be appreciated, and kept completely confidential, but that is optional. Beside the name blank is a space to give the reasons for
nominating each person so that the committee can have some infor~ation on wh~ch to
base its judgments.
Criteria to be used by the committee in their selection of the TOP TEN. SEINIORS is:
A. Any senior with 151 or more credit hours completed, and who is currently enrol l~d
at the time of nomination, or who has graduated.
B. Activities and contributions to the school and the students {need not be in A. S.
Government).
C. Leadership_ability.

D. Over-all personality, sincerity, and general attitude towards his fellow students.
E. CGPA of 2.00.
Tear off the bottom of this page, fill it out, and send to: Sandy Basham, c/o SUB Box
1194, Cam·pus by Friday, May 8, 1970.

~----------------------------------------------------------------------------The Top Ten Seniors committee would appreciate your help in selecting the Top Ten
Seniors by filling out the following information and mailing it to: Cathy Merrill, c/o
SUB Box 1194, Campus by Friday, May 8, 1970.

TOP TEN SENfORS MO-MINATION FORM
Reasons

· Name

1. --------------------------------------------·· ---------------·-----------------------------

~~,4.. -----------------------------------------------------------------·-----------------------~~~-

------------------------------------------------------------------------ .. -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------- ·-------·-------------------------------------------

---------------------,.-·--·---·--- ----- ---------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------· ·--------------·-·

----------~-------~---------- ------------- - ----- ·-·-·---·---------------------------· -

___ .,. ________ ,.._ -

---------· ____ _ ·-----,__,

I

---------------------··--------------------------------------------------------------------

fl. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9. --------------------------· ----.---------------------------------------------------------·--

10. ------------------------------------------------------ ---------- -.. . - -- ---------Your Name : - -- --------------------------- ---------------·--··- _ __ .__________
Number of Hou rs Completed:
List of activities and honors you have received while attending EWSC.
___ -..
,_
. . .... .......... __ ..,.
-·- -------·----- ...

..... _____________ ________________
h

I

___

--------------------.----- ..... ----

- _ .J

Views Differ In Black Week
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Oldest Alumna Very 'Spriuly '

Sue Walker, the oldest living at the pins recently. " I believe in
alull)na of Eastern is alive and exercise''.
In her youth, Mrs. Walker
well and bowling up a storm in San
Diego
at
last
report.
taught
Juggling, swimming, and
are subversive", said Dixon.
Eugene, Oregon preceeded Dixon.
She
is
pushing
96-years-old,
but
diving.
"But I couldn't swim in
"We are going to have to fight They also spoke on oppression and
-Sue
---Walker
is
.
a
weekly
Mrs.
this dirty ocean," Mrs. Walker
for peace," said Dixon. "Guns are revolution.
said:
J
the only solution and we may have
Amsbarry emphasized white
to throw a bunch of lead into the oppression and plugged the
"I'd like to bowl twice.a week,"
she
said, " but I have no car now to
White House."
Patriot Party as a source for
get there and I'm too old to
Utxon ended with: "We got to action. ·
drive."
free Huey or Bobby (Seale) now or
"We shall overcome no
She explained that after one
else there will not be light for mor.e ... we shall overrun," said
BO-years-old they just
reaches
days... all power to the people."
Egland, referring to Dr. Martin
don't
hand
out driver's licenses
Two other speakers, Chuck Luther King's peace movement
any·
more.
Someone
usually takes
Amsbarry and Ray Egland of theme.
her to the league games.
Other interests of the sportswom a~ - include reading ,
dramatics, Shakespeare, and
"Jesus Christ and His disciples the ear of one of the priests. He
cooking. ·
were black and the Virgin Mary used this to illustrate the fact that
She studied dramatics in both
was the 'Black Madonna'," stated the disciple, rather than peaceful
New York and San Francisco and
Reverend William Land, one of people, spreading love, were
had a job lined up with a New York
II producer until he popped off to
the speakers for Black Week, actually armed and somewhat
L
before a mixed group of black and violent.
» Europe and caught a terminal
Sue Walker
white students, last Friday at
He said that they, the black league bowler at a Pacific Beach case of typhoid fever.
Nevertheless. she stayed in New
Eastern.
people, should accordingly arm bowling alley with a 145 game
York
studying for a time, but from
Reverend Land, who spoke in themselves in order to wipe out
average.
then
on
it was .weekly proposals
Bali Lounge of the Student Union the scourge of the earth. He said
Eastern
Mrs.
Walker
attended
for
the
young lady from her
Building, was once a methodist that the black people are actually
minister, and has served as a God's people and it is up to them before the turn of the century nusband-to-be, A. P . Walker, until
labor organizer and a community to carry out his plans for the when it was known as Cheney she consented.
Academy and her name was Susan
The Walkers moved to Spokane
organizer. He was one of the main world.
DeNeffe.
after th~ wedding and Mrs.
organizers, working along with
The San Diego Tribune of Walker became program
Reverend Albert Clage of Detroit,
February 25, 1969 ran a feature chairman for the Shakespeare
Michigan, searching for ways of
:1rticle of the "spri tely Ii ttle Club there.
making religion more relevant to
lady." The story was headed
"That's the way to learn
Black Culture was the topic of a Fitness, Her Key To Door of
the black co.mmun~ty.
Shakespeare,''
she affirms. ' 'I
Rev. Land was an instrumental talk given by Washington State Youth and the following includes
part of the new movement, University anthropology some of the information continued spent all my summers in the
library studying."
organizing and working te bring professor, Dr. Johnetta Cole, in therein:
Mrs. Walker has lived alone in
about reforms in black religion. Kennedy Auditorium last Tuesday
"I
have
always
exercised
a
lot,"
San
Diego since her husband died
He is now working as a Staff man evening.
said
Mrs.
Walker
in
between
turns
30
years
ago.
Dr. Cole said that black people
for the "Commission for Racial
and Social Justice" of the United have three identifiable traits.
Church of Christ in New York, and First are the traits common with
at present is working on all people; second are traits
community organization for black shared with .oppressed people; and
lastly are traits unique to the
people.
In searching for a way of black man.
bringing religion closer to the
The traits shared with all people
black community, Rev. Land and include things such as the food we
Rev. Clage developed the theory eat or the cars we drive.
that Christ and His disciples and
A trait .in common with other
the Virgin Mary and most of the oppressed people is the denial
other Bible characters, who are urge--to be white or like the
usually portrayed as white, were oppressor.
actually black. He stated that
The black man, said Dr. Cole,
since they came from an. area of has a unique trait which is the
the world, Northern Africa and the · essence of blackness. This is soul
Midqle East, where . most of the and style.
people are black, that the Biblicai
Soul is deep emotion
characters mentioned must have exemplified through the black
been black.
stereotype music and dance, said
Rev. Land's premise for the Dr. Cole. "It is the oneness of
traditional conception ·of Biblical black pople because they have
characters, and especially Christ, gone through a series of common
being white stems from the fact shared experiences.,;
Style, said Dr. Cole, is the
that when the first painting of
Christ was commissioned the ability of a black man to "look
Pope who commissioned the rich when he got nothin, to look
when
he
is
work was white and so tbe painter, loose
in order to remain in favour, uncomfortable.""lt is being cool,
painted Christ in respect with the hip, and ready."
Pope. Brown-blond hair, blue
Three types of people have style
'eyes, and white skin. This is the in the black community, said Dr.
conception which bas remained Cole. They are the pimp,
throughout the centuries.
preacher, and young militant.
Rev. Land also referred to the
The black man also has four life
New Testament scripture which styles, said Dr. Cole. They are
described the taking of Christ one, the street life style, two, the
from the Garden at Gethsemane, down home-traditional style, three
and the incident where one of the the militant, and four upward
disciples drew a sword and cut off bound. ·

Revolution l~strument For Change
You will not eliminate Black
Panthers unless all black men are
eliminated, because Panthers are
part of the black community, said
Seattle Panther leader, Aaron
Dixon.
Speaking to a capacity crowd in
Bali Friday, Dixon's talk, well
laced with four-letter · swear
words, emphasized the oppression
of the black man and revolution as
the instrument for change.
"It ls up to the people to make
the pigs work In a desired
manner," said Dixon. "If we want
peace, we got to fi~ht for lt."
'

Dixon challenged the space
program and said that we wasted '
billions sending "three faggots" to
the moon. The moon program
symbolized money that could be
used to help oppressed people and
most black people did not care if
the spacemen died.
In speaking of the Nixon
administration, Dixon said that
Hitler had nothing on "trickyDicky". The present government
represents facism, and the
Panther ten point program is the
key to freeing all oppressect
people.
If Panther founder Huey P.
Newton goes to the electric chair,
"all the electrlclty ln Babylon
will be cut off," said Dixon,
referring to a plan to sabatoge
power stations across the
country. "We cannot tolera1e our
chairman to be killed, we have
sacrificed too much alr:eady."
"We do not relate psychedelic
bullshit," said Dixon referring to
drugs and hippies. "We do not take
drugs because it is not objective to
·
reality."
The "facist pigs" have called us
iubvenlve, "If providing free
. care, clothing, and food is
subvenive - then God-dammit we

Post Open·
The Freshman Orientation
Committee needs volunteen
now to help set up next year's
program. If you are interested
ln being an orientation guide or
any part of this Important
event, please fill out · a
committee application form in
the Associated Students Office
on the second floor of the
Student Union Building.

Trustees May
OK Pub Board

(Continued from page 1)
Council will have only veto power
over the Pub Board decisions.
President Shuck recommended
to the Board that an ex-officio
member of the Pub Board be an
outside professional journalist to
offer counsel concer ning
journalistic practices.
Clarification of the financing of
the publications was also asked for
by the Board. They asked that
Council allocate the total budget
to the publications, including The
Easterner, Kinickinick, Focus,
and the Innisfree. Individual
budgeting to each publications will
be done by the Pub Board, said Dr.
Shuck.
Formation of a publications
board was called for by the Board
of Trustees after the first
Innisfree came out in the fall of
1968. A controversy was caused by
one article of questionable taste,
thereby forcing to Trustees to ask
for a pubHcations board.
Little action has resulted since
then, but recently, the Trustees
again asked that a publications
board be formed.

'Biblical Characters Black'

Black'Unique'

Tomorrow's child will learn
more quickly..:.
with the energy of progress.

Black Studies Receive Grant
Dr. Bertran A. Lewis, assistant
professor of English, has been
awarded a grant by the Danforth
Foundation to cover the full costs
of hi s research into the
effectiveness of the black studies
program here at Eastern.
Dr. Lewis said the purpose of his
study, which he will conduct
during the academic year 1970-71,
is to investigate factual
backgrounds of the racial situation
in America and, specifically, to
form a rationale and conduct for
black studies at Eastern.
Dr. Lewis said a possible, and
desirable, result will be more
inclusion of contributions by
blacks in the general courses. He
said it is difficult, howe ver, to
make any prediction concerning
expansion or discontinuation of
purely black studies. Presently, he

said, the black studies program .
here consists of courses in some
areas, without an overall control.
Dr. Lewis said the Danforth
Foundation and Eastern's
academic office will be advised of
his work.

Talk Due
Dr. James G. Moore from the
United States Geological
Survey will speak Monday at
7:30 p.m. on Vulcanology
(study of volcanoes), said Dr.
Felix Mutschler, assistant
professor of Geology.
Dr. Moore will participate in
special seminars throughout
Monday and Tuesday, said Or.
Mutschler, and everyone is
welcome.

Th e energy of progress is electri ci ty. Already it is helpin g c hil dren learn-i n schoolrooms , libraries, labs and t he home.
A nd as electric ity is put to ever more
i nge ni ous uses, th e people of your investorowned elect ric light and power company will
keep on plann ing and build ing to stay way
ahead of tomorrow.
W e'll keep on work ing to make your
electric service as plentifu l, dependabl e and
low in pri ce as it ca n be- to make today
great, tomorrow better.

THE WASHINGTON
WATER POWER CO.
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Dr. Robert Anderson will become athletic director at
Eastern next September. He accepted the job knowing
the problems and the frustrations, but, more important,
he sees the challenge of the job.
"I've been at Eastern for ten years and I like it here.
I feel I can make some real contributions to the program.
My maior goal is to make the Eastern athletic program
representative not only of the Evergreen Conference, but
nationally. I'm not iust talking about a powerhouse football or track team, but all ten sports at Eastern," Dr. Anderson said.

Finances is one of many problems he will have to
deal with come September.
"We must do something to increase the grant-in-aid,
especially now with the increase in tuition fees . During
basketball, we only had about enough money for two
out-of-state tuitions. We're going to need more money.
We're competing with Central, Washington State, Idaho,
Whitworth and Montana to get top notch athletes," he
said.
"We also need a major effort in a realistic job program. I don't mean the old "fir'e -squad plan" where
athletes went to a weekly fire drill and got $50 a month,
but it's unrealistic to .expect a student to practice three
hours and work four hours each day during his competitive season. even before he starts on his academic
endeavor," Dr. Anderson said.
Eastern, like all schools, continually loses athletes
via grades, Dr. Anderson hopes to reduce these losses by
keeping closer tabs on the athletes in their studies and
their problems. "Many students aren't even aware of_ the
guidance and tutoring services available at the school,"
he said.
"Of course this is still Brent Wooten's program, but
I will help him in every way I can between now and
September. One of our first tasks will be to find a replacement for coach John Crane, who's moving to California
next fall.

We've got three highly capable football men in
Brent, Dr. Massengale and Jerry Martin, as well as Don
Kallem, when he returns from sabbatical in the fall of
1971. So, we need to strengthen other areas. Crane's replacement will be the wrestling coach too and I feel we
shou ld look for a wrestling man who can assist in football rather than a football man who can also handle
wrestling," Dr. Anderson said.
"That also goes for the swimming program. Coach
Kawabori will not return next year, so we'll have to find
a new swimming coach. He shou.ld be strong in swimming
plus very strong in the physical education aspects," he
said .
"There is one thing I really want to stress," Dr.
Anderson said, "i intend to be available to all students
at anytime to hear suggestions and ideas on how w e can
contribute to the total program at Eastern. We want to
hear the ideas of the students and will listen to and dis•
cuss all suggesions."

E as tern's tennis team will host
Unive rsity of Mon tana at the
Savage's home cou rt at L:00
tomorrow afternoon in the usual
six singles a nd three doubles
ma tches.
The Savages lost to Washington
State, 6-3, in a match Monday.
Terry Marde n beat Steve
Dochert 8-6, 6-4. Dochert was
probably the last threat of the
sea son to Mar.d en's undefeated
record.
In the number two match Ron
DeHann, WSU , beat Dennis
Wilson , Eastern , 5-7, 6-2 , 6-4. Chris Wilson , WSU beat
Eastern' s Walt Tobey, 6-4, 4-6, 6-1,
in the number four match.
Number five , Mike Johnson ,
WSU, beat Keith Watson, Eastern,
6-3, 6-2.
Match number six, Joe Karas ,
WSU , beat Eastern's Jack
Bunnell, 6-1, 6-2.
In d.o ubles play, Eastern's
number one team of Marden and
Tobey beat WSU's Dockert and
DeHann, 3-6, 7-5, 12-10.
Number two team of GreenWilson for the Savages, who
haven' t lost a doubles match since
they' ve been paired this year, beat
WSU's Karas-Johnson, 6-4, 6-4.
WSU's Wilson and Jamie Holden
defeated Watson and Bunnell of
Eastern 9-7, 6-1.
Eastern scored another win and
another loss In the past week,
downing Whitworth 5-4 and losing
to Gonzaga by the same score
Saturday.
MIKE HAPTANSTALI,., Eastern's outstanding bronc rider,
Eastern's number one player,
demonstrates the prowess of man over beast at the National
Intercollegiate Rodeo atLewiston, Idaho. "Crazy Horse" was no match Terry Marden recorded his sixth
and seventh wins in the two
for Mike.
matches , defeating Dave
Haymond of Whitworth 6-2, 9-7 and
Bob Burger of Gonzaga 6-1, 6-2.
Tennis coach Don Case said,
"I' m real pleased with the way the
The 1970 Intercollegiate Rodeo riding event and third in bareback freshmen came through with
Season is underway and Mike riding in competition against 65 Whitworth and they didn' t do too
Haptanstall of Eastern is other contestants.
At Missoula, Haptanstall won bad against Gonzaga."
currently leading the Northwest in
"Marden, of course, is
the saddle bronc event, and is the saddle bronc crown and was fantastic," he said, "and
Eastern' s prime hope for the leading the bareback event until freshman Walt Tobey is fitting in
National Intercollegiate Saddle be was grounded by bis final well with Marden as the number
horse.
Bronc Championship.
The Northwest Region of the one doubles team.''
"Green and Wilson , our number
Eastern's rodeo team has NIRA consists of 16 colleges in
two
doubles team, are really doing
participated in two rodeos so far, Washington, Oregon, Idaho and
the job for us," Case said.
at Lewiston, Idaho, and Missoula, Montana.
" If the freshmen
keep
Montana. The team did not make
Rodeos are held each weekend
improving
we'll
be
in
fine
shape,"
as good a showing as had been at several of these colleges to
hoped, however, Haptanstall, the determine who will represent the Case added.
team captain, did put on good Northwest at the regionals at Blue
WSU 6, Eastern 3
individual performances at both Mountain Community College,
SINGLES Terry Marden (E) d .
Steve Docherty, 8-6, 6-4; Steve Peck
shows.
(WSU) d. Scott Green, 6·2, 4-6, 9,7; Ron
Pendleton, Oregon, and the
OeHaan (WSU) di Denn is WIison. 5·7f
6·2 6·4; Chris W Ison (WSU) d. Wal
At the Lewiston Rodeo, he National finals at Montana State
Tobev, 2-6, 6-2, 6-1 ; M ike Johnson (WSUJ
d. Keith Watson, 6·3, 6-2; Joe KMas
placed first in the saddle bronc University, Bozeman, Mont.
(WSU) d. Jack Bunnell, 6·1t o-2.
0

Haptanstall Leads Broncs

Pine Leagers Meet Gonzaga
Eastern' s womens varsity
tennis team hosts Gonzaga
tomorrow afternoon at 2 p .m. in a
Pine League match after rolling to
a non-conference victory over
Central last weekend.
The Savagettes downed Central
4-1 Saturday in Cheney for their
second win of the season to remain
unbeaten .
Playing only three singles
matches instead of the usual five
the Savagettes won all of them but
split the two doubles matches.

Results of the meet were :
Singles :
Sue Fry (E) over Verna Stitt (C)
10-8, 6-0
Kathy Abbey (E ) over Sue
Burklund (C) 6-0, 6-3
Vicky Hardie (E) over Joan
Lansing (C) 6-1, 6-2
Doubles :
Johnson-Burns l C ) over Judy
Klein-Karen Gilmore ( E) 3-6. 6-2,
7-5
Abbey-Fry (E) ove r P ingetBiasch (C) 6-2, 6-0

EWSC
FIRST EUROPEAN
STUDY TOUR
JUNE 13 to AUG. 22
INFORMATION AVAILABLE IN ART, GERMAN
AND GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENTS AN D OFF ICE
O F O FFICIAL PROGRAMS.
REGISTRATION DUE BY MAY 5

DOUBLES Martin- obey ( E l d.
Docherty-DeHaan, 6·3, 5-7, 12-10; Green6
dH01~:~as,~~D~c1.
Bunnell, 8-6, 6-1.

:U:O~.J!~le

Jatto~~

"WAY OtJT" PRINTS
ARE "IN"
MACH II
by Arrow
Searching for some shirts
that really "1urn you on"?
Mach II by Arrow is breaking
the generation barrier with
prints in the switched -on,
tuned-in pa ttern that leaves
age and tradi tion behind. It's
eas y to get "hung up" o n
" M y M o ther's Wallpaper
Print" - stream lined M ach II
styli~g - shaped back, 2 button cuffs. It's Decton Perm a
'
Iron, a blend of 65% Dacron
polyester, 35% co tto n that
washes and dry like a dream,
ne v er more to iron , 10.00.
Or brid g e the gene ration gap
in M ach II so lids, short sleeved with the shap ed body
styl e ... 8 .00 .

'

Store for Me n,
cfownrown, street floor
nnrthtown, mllll le 1e l

T HE CRESCENT
Downtown-Northtown

Eastern Nine Is Best In Years
(Editor's Note: This is the third
in a series of articles highlighting
Eastern;s Spring Sports
Schedule).

Eastern Savages baseball team
is in the midst of one of the best
seasons in several years.
The Savages are in second place
in the Evergreen Conference at
the one-third point of the league
season.
Central,
defending
champs, are the EvCo leaders
with 4-wins and no losses.
· However, "something's gotta
give" this Saturday as the top two
meet in a pair at Cheney. The
Wildcats will be out for revenge
for Eastern's 1-0 win in a nonconference game earlier in the
season.
The Savages are coached, this
year only, by Ron Raver in the
absence of Ed Chissus. Raver is
pleased with his team and looks to
the future with reserved
optimism.
"We have some outstanding
individuals who are really doing a
job for us," Raver said.
He then introduced some of the
individuals on the team .
"We have some fine pitchers,"
he said. "Co-captain Dick
Rousseau, a junior from Spokane,
is a left-banded pitcher who
played a year at Spokane
Community College. He has great
control and has command of four
pitches, two speeds of the curve, a
fast pitch, and a knuckle ball. Dick

is one of the most dedicated kids
I've ever coached," Raver said.
"Don Freeman, a sophomore
pitcher-outfielder , performs well
in the strange combination of
Gymnastics in the winter and
baseball in the spring. Don is one
of the starting pitchers for
Eastern. "
" Tommy Thompson,
a
sophomore pitcher from
Chowchilla, California, is 'sneaky
quick' and has exceptional control.
Tommy plays a little football in
the off-sea son."
"Another football player is
Sophomore pitcher Randy
Kramer ,
from
Colton,
Washington. Six feet, five inches,
220 pounds, Randy is an awesome
sight for the opposing batters. He
has good control."
" A freshman that we expect
great things from for the next
three years is Kerry Hawley, who
com~s to Eastern from Tyee High
School, Seattle."
"Our catchers include cocaptain Dennis Chilcote, a senior
who comes to us from Columbia
Basin College and Washington
State University. Dennis adds
much experience to our team .
He's a tremendous asset to our
young pitching staff.''
"Mike Schmidt, a transfer from
Gonzaga University, is a catcherfirst baseman. He is one of the
outstanding hitters on the team.
He doesn' t really hit the long ball,
but he is consistent, and very

Savages Host EvCo Leaders
Second place Eastern Savages
host Evergreen Conference
leading Central Washington
Wildcats in a 12: 30 baseball
doubleheader Saturday that could
tell a lot of how the season will go.
Central leads the conference
with four wins and no losses.
Eastern is second with a two-two
record. Whitworth and Western
are tied for third with 1-3 records.
Both have lost two games to
defending champion Central and
have split doubleheaders with
Eastern.
In a non-league contest earlier
in the year the Savages beat the
highly regarded Wildcats 1-0.
Last Saturday Eastern and
Whitworth split a pair of shutouts
in Spokane. Eastern won the
opener, 4-0, and the Pirates came
back for a 3-0 nightcap win.
Eastern's top pitcher Dick
Rousseau won his fourth game
with no losses as he scattered the
five hits he allowed and struck out
only three batters.
.
The Savages scored in the first
inning when Tommy Thompson hit
a single and was forced home on
three walks. Eastern sco,red again
in the fifth on Mike Dean's RBI
single aiia m {tie seventh inning on
a two run homer by Dave Park.
In the nightcap, Whitworth
scored once in the first inning and
twice in the fourth. Eastern got
six hits but couldn't get anyone
home. Pete Zografos was the.
winner for Whitworth.

Central, meanwhile was
sweeping Western Washington 2-0
and 4-1.
Dick Rousseau is the Savages'
leading pitcher with a 4-0 record
and a .64 earned run average. Don
Freeman is 2-2, Tommy
Thompson, 2-1, and Randy
Kramer2-1.
Dick Horeb, in 16 games, is
batting .309; Mike Schmidt, in nine
games, is .346, and Rick Biship, in
eight, is hitting .312.

Savage Golfers
Meet Vandals
Next Tuesday Eastern's golf
team will travel to Moscow,
Idaho, for a three-way match with
Gonzaga University and the host
team, University of Idaho.
Eastern defeated Gonzaga 17-1
three weeks ago and edged out
Idaho for second place in the
season opening Banana Belt
Tourney a month ago.
The Savages were scheduled to
meet Whitman , Central
Wa s hington , a·nd Gonzaga
University in a four-way meet in
Spokane yesterday, however, the
match wa s underway at press
time so we are unable to bring
results of that match.
Eastern will host the Collegiate
Invitational match at Spokane,
May 7-8. This meet is considered
one of the best collegiate
tournaments in the Northwest.

Badminwn, Swim, Track And
Golf On Intramural Schedule
An intramural ladies badminton
league is forming a nd an
intramural swim meet, track
meet and golf tournament are
sc h e dul ed for May with
registrations soon.
Registrations for the badminton
league and the swim meet will be
accepted until April 29. The swim
meet will take place in the first
week of May and is open to men
and women teams of four or more
members.
Registration for the golf tourney
is May 6. All men and women
teams and individuals who would
like to participate shou ld register
as soon as possible.
four low

·rhe

scores on each team, regardless of
the size of the team, will count
toward determining the winner.
May 13 is the deadline for a
men's track meet to be held at a
later date.
A faculty Twilight golf league is
a lso being formed . All faculty
members who would like to play
.Thursday evenings sh~uld register
as soon as possible. Play will be
set up a round teams of two for
nine-hole match play .
Anyone interested in the a bove
programs can register or obtain
further information from Thorne
Tibbits, director of recreation and
park a dmini stration , or at the
Fieldhouse equipment office .

rarely strikes out."
Community College. Dick is an
"Ro n Sand, a Spokane outstanding defensive first
sophomore, i s a catcher- baseman and one of the best fastoutfielder. He is a great team man ball hitters we have. He really hits
with a lot of spirit, who was a those line drives."
frosh letter winner.))
"Dave Park is a senior
· 'Af first base and sometimes in
shortstop
that the coaching staff
the outfield, is Dick Horeb, a
really
feels
lias the potential to
senior letterman from Centralia

play pro ball someday. He had
several offers before comini to us.
He is one-half of our fine douJ>le:
play combination. Dave made AllConference two years in a row at
Reedley Junior College, Reedley,
California.''
" Clark Inglis is a junior transfer
from Wenatchee Community
College. He is the other half of our
double pla y combination (with
Park ). Inglis is the lead-off hitter
for the Savages and a fine second
baseman."
"Wayne Dickey is a senior
letterman from Walla Walla who
plays second base. Wayne is small
in stature but big in heart. He was
the second leading hitter on last
year's team, and · has a great
dedication to the game of
baseball. "
" At third base is Larry Dean
who played for Eastern several
years ago before he entered the
service. He gained two yea rs of
valuable experience and adds
maturity to the team."
.
" Mike Doleshal , a senior
letterman , is a utility infielder
who came to Eastern from
Everett Community College."
"Some outfielders of note are:
Rick Bisftop, a junior letterman
from Spokane, who plays right
field. Rick has exceptionally good
wrists and is .a fine curve-ball
hitter. He has an improved
attitude and is . doing an
outstanding job for us."
"Ken DeLong, sophomore from
CO-CAPTAIN DENNIS CHILCOTE clouts the Western pitch in a recent Spokane, is an outfielder with
great speed and is probably the
doubleheader at the Cheney diamond.
finest defensive outfielder in the
league."

Savage Baseball Statistics

Name
Inglis
Park
Dean
Horch
Delong
Harpe·r
Chilcote
Baggarley
Dickey
Schmidt
Sand
Bishop
Rickerd
KTamer
Thompson
Freeman
Rousseau
Others

G

17
17
17
16
15
8
12
9

8
9

6
8
4
4
5
8
4
4

Name
Rouseau
Freeman
Thompson
Kramer
Others
Name
PO
Inglis
51
Dean
14
Horeb
123
Schmidt
58
Baggarley 18
Bishop
6
Freeman
3

AB R
53 6
51 11
52 7
42 10
31 5
20 3
34
5
18
1
15 3
26 3
12
0
16
3
6
0
1
8
18 3
14 2
9 3
19 2

H
10
15
8

13
6

4
8

1
3
9

2
5
3
1
5
4
2
2

Batting
2B- 3B
1 0
0
4
0
1
1
2
0
0
0
1
1
0
0 0
0 0
2 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
1 0
0 1
1 0
0 0
0 0
Pitchers

GP GS CG W L

IP

4 4 4 0 28
6 4 2 2 2 291.6
4

HR TB
0 11
1 22
0 10
1 21
0 5
7
0
0 g .
1
0
0 3
0 11
0 2
1 8
0 4
0
2
0 ·7
0 5
0
2
0

2

SB RBI BB SO Avg.
1 4 5 4 .189
1 11
6
5 .294
1 4 3 11 .154
0 12 6 12 .309
0 4 3 7 .194
2 2 · 1 6 .200
0
1
4 9 .235
0
0
4
7 .056
0
0 3 0 .200
0 5 4 4 .346
0
0
1 5 .167
0 3 2 3 .312
0 4
5 1 .500
0
1 0 2 .125
0 2 0 2 .278
0 0 . 3 2 .286
0 2
1 2 .222
0 4 4 4 .105

SPRING
SPECIAL

$5 Over Cost
FIBERGLASS BELTED
TIRES
1

R ER HA BB SO SHO
2 2 21
4 20 3
7
5 21 15 15 0
6
4 16 4 15 1
12 6 20 5 14 0
18 15 25 12
8 0

5 3 2 2 1 23%
4 3 2 1 2 23
6 3 0 0 3 16
Fielding
A
E DP Avg. Pitchers
7
42
42
5 4
.949 Park
82
42
7 0
.889 Chilcote
55
10 1 2 .992 Delong
22
3
0
1 1.000 Rickerd
8
0 2 0
.900 Harper
1 0 0 1.000 Thompson 5
20
0 0 0 1.000 Others
534
Team

Rifle Team
Eastern Washington State
College will sponsor a junior
rifle tournament on the
Eastern campus Saturday and
Sunday (April 25-26). ·
Capt. James H. Sergeson,
assistant professor of military
science and rifle team adviser,
said junior teams from 28 high
school clubs in the state have
been invited to attend the twoday meet.

"Oscar Harper is a sophomore
outfielder from Medical Lake who
shows great promise . He has the
potential to- be an outstanding
player for the Savages."
'' Also in the outfie Id . is Mel
Collins, a sophomore from
Chowchilla, Califomia, who also
plays football in the fall. Mel a
transfer from Walla Walla
Community College, has great
speed," Raver said.

28
55

2
5

11

3

1

2
2

1

0 0
0 1
2 2
196 32

ERA
.64
.1.53
1.52
2.35

Mounting & Balancing Included
Offer Expires May First

NEW 5 YEAR WARRANTY

BATTERIES

.946
.951
.969
0
.966
1 .920
0 1.000
0 .833
0 .917
6
.958

MYER·S
UNION . 76
STATION

1
4
0

30f FirJt

Ph: 235-465

WELCOME
TO

..

CHENfY
DEPARTMENT
STORE

PANTYHOSE
$1.00
Slight irregular of
$2.00 value

POOL TABLES - PINBALLS
FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT

IN TH E

Cheney Cab Co.
321 1st St. PH. 235-6005

Cheney, Washington
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Savage Trackmen

Conn Seeks A 'Private' Life
By5 Dan ~onahan
ports Editor
If there are any outstanding
basketball players to be found in
Southeast Asia, Europe, or any
number of United States military
camps,
Eastern
assistant
basketball coach Jim Conn will
seek them out and try to recruit
them for the Savages.
Conn's uncle (Sam) decided he
needs Jim more than Eastern
does, and Sam does have first
preference, so coach Jim Conn
will soon be Private Jim Conn
when he is inducted into the Army
the first week of June, from
Indianapolis, Indiana.
Basketball coach Dr. Jerry
Krause expressed disappointment
at losing Conn.
"It is quite a setback for the

program there is," he said. "I
h
·
d
· t·
"th
ave enJoye my associa ion ~ 1
Dr. Krause and Raver. ~ra_u~e is a
tremendous coach and l~dividual.
He really looks out f?r his players
and demands nothmg ~?ort of
e.x cellence from them,
Conn
added.
Conn, 23, coached Easterh's
junior varsity team to a

respectable 9-win a.:.1oss first year
'
'
record last season. He is excited
about the new recruits that will
play for Eastern next season.
"My replacement will have a
great group of kids to work with. I
was looking forward to coaching
next season, because I am sure it
is going to be a great year," Conn
said.

Conn came to Eastern last year
as junior varsity coach. He
received his bachelor degree at
Colorado State, where he had been
recruited to play basketball by Dr.
Krause, who was the assistant
coach at the time. Shortly
thereafter. Dr. Krause accepted
the head coaching position at
Eastern . When the assistant job
opened Conn took it. He has been
working toward his master' s
degree since then.
"I am ten hours shy of getting
my masters. I could get it this
summer, but will have to wait a
fey, years now. " Conn said.

Most assuradly, Jim Conn will
return to Eastern when his
military SP.rvice is completed.
" This is the best basketball
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EASTERN BASKETBALL COACH JIM CONN reacting to the
president's "greetings." Although the photo was snapped months ago
during a basketball game, the feeling expressed is a typical reaction to
such "glad tidings."

-Esquire Boxing Club Ends Year
By Fred Bozanich
Contrbuting Writer

The Eastern Esquire Boxing
Club would up it's second year of
amateur boxing in a whirl-wind of
action, mis-fortunes and success.
John Hathaway, a freshman who
compiled an 8-win, 1-loss record
and won the 1970 Inland Empire
Featherweight Golden Gloves
Championship and the 1970
Eastern
Silver
Gloves
Championship , was · felled for a
ten-count in the Eastern
fieldhouse. It seems as though
John " Killer' Hathaway had
some bad footwork.
Rich Weisser, a junior, finished
the year with a 6-1 record. He won

the 1970 Eastern Silver Gloves
Welterweight title by turning in an

outstanding performance. In one
day he decisioned Mack Miller, of
Pasco, and TKOed Murray Grant
of Cranbrook, B.C. Weiser entered
the Inland Empire Golden Gloves

The Eastern Savages track
team will be at home this
Saturday for a 1: 15 dual meet with
the Whitworth Pirates
The Savages went down to
defeat at the hands of Central,
defending Evergreen Conference
champions, 94-51.
Last Saturday's track meet at
Ellensburg was highlighted by
some outstanding field
performances.
The top mark of the meet was
set by Jerry Schwinkendorf
Eastern's 6'6", 255-pound discus
thrower, who achieved three goals
all at once when he sailed the
discus 172'10 1h".
First, he established a new

continuity of our program," Dr.
Krause said, "because Jim has not
only done a great recruiting job,
but his enthusiasm and knowledge
of the game add a great deal to our
program. Seldom do you see a
young man with the knowledge of
the game that Conn has."

Baseball coach Ron Raver, who
is also an assistant basketball
coach said, "Coach Conn was very
dedicated to the task of building an
outstanding program at Eastern.
We will miss his dedication and
enthusiasm tremendously.''

Host Whitworth

at Rogers High in Spokane by
stopping Harvey Steicher in
fifty-two seconds of the first
round. Luna suffered a cracked
mandible and is out of action until
next fall.

Knight lost just one match this
year and that was to a cute little
gal in Spokane talked him ·into
an " I Do" , which ended his
career.
Next year Eastern will have five
returning Glove champions and
will try to recruit Mike Fisher of
Mt. Scott, Oregon. Fisher has won
150 of his 170 amateur fights . This
year he won the Seattle Post
Intelligencer Golden Gloves,
Portland Golden Gloves, Inland
Empire Golden Gloves and will
participate in the National Golden
Gloves April 27 , for the third year
in a row. Fischer is a senior in
high school who fights as a
welterweight.

Returning next year will be:
Heavyweight--Grant Luna; LightHeavyweight Charles Knight ;
Welter-weights John L. Sullivan
and Rich Weisser; Lightweight
Dave Kappler; Middleweight Ben
Holly , Featherweights John
Hathaway and Ken Davies, and
Banton weight Dave Smith.

Schedule

school record. Second, he
surpassed the 170-foot barrier,
which he had been exceeding in
practice, but not in competition.
But against Central, three of six
tries were over 170' and gave him
a lifetime best-ever discus series
performance.
Third ,
Schwinkendorf's
performance
establishes him as the leading
NAIA Qiscus thrower1n the nation
and makes him a leading
contender for the National
Championship.
Dave Powledge won the shot-put
with a toss of 54' 10", his second
best effort of the season.
Powledge hit 55'1" earlier in the
season. He placed third in the
discus with a 151-foot toss.
Curt Hisaw was the easy winner
in the pole vault at 15-feet and
placed a close second to Central's
John Kirry in the high hurdles.
Paul Rosser again captured
second in the pole vault behind
Hisaw.
Ed Fisher also qualified for the
NAIA National Meet with a fine
23'6 1/4" in the long jump but had to
settle for second behind Wildcat's
Dave Walker. Walker had placed
sixth in the 1969 NAIA National
meet, while Fisher finished
seventh. Fisher came back in the
triple jump to win with a jump of
44'1 1/2" . ·
Dick Shaw, who uses the
Fosbury-style, captured second in
the high jump, behind Ed Davis of
Central. Both cleared the bar at
six feet but Davis won 011 fewer
misses.
.

Eastern leads the Evergreen
Conference in four categories.
Curt Hisaw pol~ vault of 15-feet is
the tops for the sea son; Dave
Polwedge leads in the shot with
54'10"; Jerry Schwinkendorf leads
the discus at 172'101h"; and Mike
Johnson leads the conference in
the 880 with a time of 1: 57 .3.

Track Results
";hot Put-. ,1. Dave Powledqe (El, 54-101
:... Mike Williams (C l . 49-51/21 3. John
Kinnard (C ), 49-0.
Jav.elln- 1. Dick Bedl,lnqton (Cl, 215-9;
2. J im Hvnter (CJ, 204-1; 3. Grea
O'Meara CC>, 193-1.
.
Lona Juma>--1. Dave Walker (Cl, 2,.
111l; 2. Ed Fisher (El, 23-6'..<o 3. Rav·
Colombo (Cl, 22-11.
440 rrlav-1. Central WashlnQton <Tom
Lines, Steve Slavens, Dave Swisher, Marv
Pooe l, ..2.s.
Mile-1. Joe Ross (El. 4:26 .5: 2. Steve
L ·nse (Cl. "' :27.5; 3. Llovd Jhanson (C).
A: 29.9.
HIQh hurdles-1 . John Klrrv (Cl, 1A.71
2. Curl Hisaw (El, 15.0; 3. Tom Burns
(C l. 16.2.
4'0-· l . Walker (CJ. 49.5 ; 2. Swisher
(c1 so.l; 3. Svd Muzzv <E J, 52.6.
0 1scus.-1. Jerrv Schw nkendorf ( E),
172-101/2.i. 2. W Iii iams (C ;, 156-1; 3. PowledQe (t:), 151--0.
100-1. Lines (C), 9.8; 2. Slavens (CJ ,
9.9 · l. Ron Hardesty (E l , 10.1.
880-1. Mike Johnson (El, 1 :58.0; ? .
RYi Nall CC>, 1:59.7 ; 3. Sam Scorda
(E , 2 :01.1.
rlpte Jumi>-1. Fisher CE), 4'-l'h; 2.
Colombo CC), "'3-"''h ; 3. Burns (C), A?-7.
Intermediate hurdlos-1
Kl rrv (Cl,
55.4; 2. Muzzv (El, 58.0; 3. Arnie Moore
(El. 58.7.
1
220-1. Linea <C>, 21.71 Q. Slaven• (CJ,
21.9(· 3. Swisher CCJ.L 22.6.
'
H ah Jumo-1. t:d D1tvl1 (Cl 6-01 2.
Dick Shaw <El, 6.01 3. Ken Jamison
(Cl, 5·10.
Pole Vault-1. Hisaw (El, 15·01 2. Paul
Rouer <~>. 13-61 3. Jamlso11 CCl , 1):o,
1
Two Mile-1. Sam Ring {Cl, 9 : 25.8 ;
2. Dale Shea (C l, 9:26.7; 3. Barrv John
(El, 9 :40.1.
I
Mlle relav-1. Central (Nall, Waker,
Lines, Swisher), 3:24.8.
,
Flnal score-Central Washlnaton 94,
Eastern washlnaton 51.

VICKY'S

MALT SHOP
2 For The Price

of 1 Sale
ON ALL FOOD

With this ad.
Good Only on
April 24, 25, 26
From 4 to 9 P.M.

for

406 1st CHENEY

.

1)iamond~
at

f& <;la-!>.hione& £aoin~~
We have 10 KEEPSAKE
diamond and weddin_g ring
sets that have been discontinued. We are offering
these at 1 / 3 off.

but had to withdraw due to family
illness.

John L. Sullivan, the 1968-69
Inland Empire Golden Gloves
Welterweight champ was unable
to try for three in a row because of
a slipped disc in his back. Sullivan,
who iives up to his name, is a
sophomore at Eastern.
Dave Kappler. Ben Holly, Ken
Davies and Dave Smith all made
good showings and represented
E~stern well , even though they
didn 't win any titles.

In the 880 Mike Johnson lead
from start to finish to win in 1: 58.
Sam Scorda finished third.
Joe Ross won the mile in 4:26.5.
Barry Jahn came close to
breaking the schoo1l record with a
time of 9:40.1, but even so, he
placed third behind Central's fine
distance stars Sam Ring and Dale
Shea.
·

In the running events, the day
started out on a rather disasterous
note. As the gun sounded to start
the 440-relay, Al Stallworth,
Eastern's star sprinter, limped
out with a pulied muscle, leaving
Central with a sweep of the sprints
except
a third in the 100 yard
dash by Ron Hardesty and a third
in the 440 by Syd Muzzy. Muzzy

SATURDAY
College Track - Whitworth at
Eastern. 1 : 15, Cheney; Washing.
ton State at Oregon: Idaho at
Simon Fraser; Montana at Centr;;I ; Spokane, Clark, Olympic
at Everett.
College Baseball - Idaho at
Gonzaga (2), 1: Central at Eastern '< 2), 12 :30: Whitworth at
Western (2); Washington State
at Oregon State (2) ; Spokane
at Yakima Valley (2).

also placed second in the 440
Intermediate Hurdles, just ahead
of freshman teammate Arnie
Moore.

We want to put our
money in current styles,
therefore we offer you this
saving .
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Each set complete with
the
famous
KEEPSAKE
guarantee .

S111ith Jewele,,~

Grant Luna and Charles Knight
of Eastern both won titles in the
E astern heavyweight division.
Luna won the 1970 Inland Empire
Golden Glove,;; heavyweight title
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Ecology Debated
(Continued from pa,ee 1)
becoming just a rhetorical
exercise."
Dr. Nicol, a friendly, personable
man sat in his second floor office
in the northwest corner of the
Science Building. Piled about his
desk were the books. manuals and
papers of his work and his concern
- biology and ecology .
He speaks softly, rarely raising
his voice. even when bearing down
hard on the environmental
problem he believes is setting
eart), qn a collision course with
destruction.
"We are going to have to
manage the environment at a
certain level of pollution to
survive," he remarked. "If we go
over we may very well set in force
certain reactions that could mean
the end of our existence."
Dr . N ic o l 's e ff o r ts of
~tablishing within fa c ulty
members an awarene s of the
need to discu ' . the ecology
prob! 111 today in line with their
r i.;oec tive academic di sciolines
has proved to be successful to a
great degree. Although they have
no obligation to do so. a numbe r of
in:tructor · will be u ·ing their
hour · of in truction to ente r on
some facit of the environmental
question .
In one hi torv claL· there will be
a di. c ussion on the .. Greek and
Roman approach to their
Ecology .' ' In a geography class
the
··En vi ronmenta 1 Consequences of Urbanization" will
be covered . Within the business
department one class will even
discuss "The Computer's Role in
the Environmenta'l Crisis."
These are onlv a few of the more
than 35 different classes in a
va riet:v of subjects that will turn
their attention to ecology
throughout Earth Day activities at
Eastern. Dr. Nicol said any
student who wanted to participate
in any of the class sessions could.
regardless of whether he was
enrolled .
In addition. there will be two
main speakers concentrating on
the subject. Mrs. Lee Minto.
director of the Seattle Planned
Parenthood Association. will
discuss sex and sexual attitudes in
the United States at 9: 30 this
morning in Showalter Auditorium .
At 7:30 tonight · Dr. John A.
Phillips. an off-campus minister
at Washington State University.
will raise the religious question
related to environment with his
talk. "Is Ecology a Religious
Problem?"
Dr. Nicol said he felt both talks
would be extremely pertinent to
the discussion of ecology. ''The
two basic fundamental tenants in
Christian philosophy are that man
is exhorted to populate and that
animals and nature were created
for man's eniovment."
The simple life of the Trumpeter
Swan on the Turnbull Refuge may
not be so simple by the turn of the
millenium, just 30 years away.
Some ecologists have estimated
75-80 per cent of all species of now
living animals will be extinct by
then if present conditions continue
to persist and expand.

IMC Shows
More Films
"Russians • Insight Through
Literature'' will be shown
tomorrow as part of the
Instructional Media Center
Film Series.
This film shows tlie Russian
charaater through the works of
Gogol, Chekov, Pasternak,
Dostoevskiand Turgenv.
On Friday the series
continues with "The Great
Mogul," a study of Indian
Architecture
of
the
Mogul era, and "Rhinoceros,"
an animated , condensed
version of the Ionesco play on
the theme of conformity.
All showings will be at 11 : 40
a.m . in the IMC Multi-Purpose
room.

The nightmarish s ta ti s tic
continue to pile up . Population .
waste,
diminished
oxygen.
poisoned rivers. they all continue
to be categorized and warned
about. But perhaps because of
their very nightmarishness. their
very astounding nature. their very
unbelievability, they have not
been taken serious up to now. " No
one believes the statistics." Dr.
Nicol remarked . " It is as simple
as that. "
It is Earth Day. a day in which
America is taking a serious look at
that which she has taken for
granted. her environment. that
which she must live in to survive.

Ecology Goals
Set by Group
An Environmental Action
Group, which plans to provide the
stimulus and channels for action
on the environmental issue has
been formed here .
Don Kelly, newly appointed
chairman of the group, said the
group has two primary goals, said
Kelly. One goal is to " initiate ,
through student interest and close
facu.l ty coordination, a new course
or courses of study in the
population and environmental
field which will provide a basis pf
understanding over a wide range
of related biologcal. political,
social, and eco-environmental
topics.' '
A second goal will be to
"organize, coordinate, and
participate in environmental
awarness projects such as
environmental fairs and displays,
launching awareness campaigns
on sources of pollution, arranging
polluter-ecologist
debates,
scheduling speakers, films, etc."
An information booth in the
Student Union Building was set up
yesterday and will again be there
today, said Kelly. Students may
also contact Bob Van Schoorl,
Associated Student president for
further information.
The group will meet at 2:30
today in faculty lounge of the SUB,
said Kelley.

Bill To Help
Environment

Purchasing preference .for lowpollution emitting a.utomobiles
will be given if a bill introduced to
the United States Senate bv
Washington Senator Warren G.
Magnuson passes the House of
Representatives.
Unanimously passed by the
senate. the bill would require the
federal government to purchase a
25 per cent above average retail
purchase price any vehicle
determined by a special board and
the Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare to be a
' 'low-emission"
vehicle.
said
Magnuson .
The Board, to be set up by the
same act, may increase the
premium to 50 per cent above the
price of lowest priced comparable
car.
The federal government
annually purchases 60,000 vehicles
of the 'type covered by the bill
Manguson said the guaranteed
market could be increased if the
concept could be "extended to
state and local governments."
In determining whether a
vehicle meets requirements. the
board will consider sa fety.
performance, reliability· potential, serviceability, fuel availability and noise level.
· 'The automobile is blamed by
va rious estimates as ca using from
60 to 75 per cent of the a ir pollution
in urban areas.'' Magn uson said .
·· leaning up th remainder of our
a ir pollution wou ld be much
simpler if we did not have to
con t 11d with aulornobile pollution .

Coach Quits
As Athletic
Director
(Continued from page 1)
Eastern AthletiC' Director and
football coach), and I am sure it
will work that way for Andy.''
Wooten succeded Holmes as
head football coach and athletic
director two years ago when
Holmes left Cheney for the head
football job at Hawaii .
Wooten expressed relief in
stepping down, and so did his
doctor, who was concern~d with
his patient's high blood pressure.
"Now I will be able to devote
full time to teaching, football and
recruiting," he said. "Right now I
have eight to twelve kids on
campus a day to recruit. It takes a
lot of time and a real selling job to
recruit a ball club, especially
without any financial aid to
offer,"
' Trying to do this and the
administrative duties was just too
much for one man. " Wooten
added.
" The duties of the athletic
director are many. He is the
overseer for the whole athletic
program. an ex officio council
member, and scholarship fundraiser. He prepares and presents
the budget, and does all the
administrative work that is
required for the en~ire athletic
program and very interested in o.
"Dr. Anderson has been
involved in our program and very
interested in it. I think he will do a
good job, "Wooten said. "He
knows the pitfalls of the job and
understands what we need."
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Quotes from ·Chairman Blib
By BOB VAN SCHOORL
A.S. PrHident

Over the past year a situation has been developing that has
confronted a good number of Eastern's students. The situation I
am referring to is life insurance salesmen and their products.
More and more students are being cornered in the SUB or in the
halls, called at their rooms and apartments, dropped in on, and
told of a great life insurance plan designed specifically for the
college student.
I am certain most of you have either experienced this or heard
from one of your friends the "enjoyable' '. hour spent listening to
an agent tell him about a $50,000 policy with great cash values
and then being presented with a contract for a $10,000 policy.
Ask that agent to go through the figures for the smaller policy
and you will probably find him unwilling to do so. What is really
great about this policy, he tells you, is the deferred payments
which in reality (he doesn't tell you this) is that you are really
signing a bank note which becomes due if you cancel the policy.
One other thing these agents don' t tell you is that they are in
the business for the original sale and not to serve the client. Ask
the agent how much commission he makes on the initial sale as
compared to remewals of policies.
Because so many students have experienced dissatisfaction
with the high pressure, arm twisting tactics and the unexplained
catches in the policies, the Associated Students are doing all they
can to stiffen regulations on these "salesmen" and. hopefully.
they will find too many _students ~~e aware of their. not-so-good
tactics and even less des1rable pohc1es and leave Eastern.
I suggest that before you buy a policy from one of these jokers
you should look at some other policies and then decide. You may
find that the "college plan" is for you, but too many students
have found otherwise.
If you have a complaint against a specific agent, please contact
me at 354-7177, in the A.S. Office, or through your A.S.
representative. We hope to get enough data to ask fo r assistan~e
from the State Consumer Protection Service. Help us to end this
unplesant situation.
Support Earth Day throughout the year.

Collegiate Week Features Sen. Jackson
Eastern' s Collegiate Week
begins next Sunday with a moto
cross motorcycle race and ends
the following Saturday with a
speech by Senator Henry M.
Jackson at a benefit breakfast.
All money collected during
Collegiate Week will be donated to
Lakeland Village for their Special
Olympics participation.
Moto cross activities \·• ll be
staged behind Woodward Field
and will consist of five classes of
motorcycle events. They will
begin at 11 a .m.
In addition to the moto cross on
Sunday there will be a sororityfaculty tea at 3 p.m. in Tawanka
Commons with all Eastern's
sororities working together for the
occasion.
On Monday Robin Turley will
present a concert in Bali Lounge
at 8 p.m. with donations being
requested.

The primary activity on
Tuesday of Collegiate Week will
be a continuous presentation of
Road Runner cartoons from 11: 40
to 1:30 for commuters in Science
Auditorium, and beginning again
at 8 p.m. in Bali Lounge for dorm
students.
Wednesday during the day will
feature a bed race. and
Wedensday night bet ween 7-10
p.m. there will be a l'}itcap talent
show .
Thursday night at 8 p.m. the
Gentlemans Agreement will be

presented in Bali Lounge a t a cost
of $1 .00.
Friday

night,

May

1,

the

Cowsills will be presented in tht:
Fieldhouse at a cost of $1.f>O for
Eastern students and $2.50 fol' nonstudents. Senator Jackson will
conclude the week's activities the
next morning.
In addition to the daily activities
there will be week long activities.
Among them will be a teetertodder marathon. a car display.
and an ugly man contest in which
one cent a vote will be donated.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR ·

(Continued from Page 2)
is not enough), we must consider
newspaper only by looking in on the misery and degradation,
the misadventures of that rye destruction of soul and body ot
little cartoon.
women forced to bear unwanted
People like to see pictures and children, and children living
original ideas ; which are even without love or hope .
better if they are humorous.
Reverence for life must include
Please reconsider the unspoken thinking about quality of life for
satisfaction a chuckle can get you the individual as well as
when you read all those busy news continuance of life for the human
Theta Chi Upsilon a local items. species and all other species on a
Come on people, wh y not have diminishing globe.
fraternity . has s ucce ssfull y
petitionect' for colony status with something for every one. namely,
We are " murdering" the human
Sigma Alpha Epsilon. a national a continuing cartoon.
race with nver population and its
Tina Manion incumbent pollution . So besides an
fraternity, said President Randy
Whalder.
answer to individual misery and
Seven men from TCU made a
death abortion reform can 'be part
trip to the SAW province Editor :
of the answer for population
convention in Missoula, Montana ,
control.
Your concern and conscience I
'this weekend to present a program
It is not a matter of setting
as part of the steps toward admire, Mr. Darrel Gomsrud , but ourselves up as judges of life and
becoming a chapter of the national your logic and depth of thinking I death, Mr. Gomsrud. Man is an<,
question. The terrible epithet of has alwavs been forced to make
fraternity.
"We were unanimously "murder" applied to the abortion choices regarding life and death.
recommended for colony status," reform bill is too simple an "out" Abortion reform is a positive
said Wahlder. "We also had the for those not exploring the real decision on behalf of " reverence
opportunity to compare our house priority of mortality involved.
for life".
with the established chapters and
We can, however, begin with one
Mrs. Katherine Simms
I think we can compete with the agreement - it is of moral concern
best in most areas."
to destroy life. But life is
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Each member gave a short destroyed in many ways besides
Any letter to the editor representation that included : John with the instrument of a doctor
ceived by noon Friday preDavis, past president, history; performing an abortion. Life is
ceading the W'9dnesday pubWhalder , president, present destroyed when babies starve to
lishing day will be printed.
situation and pledge program ; death.· when babies (hundreds of
All letters must be signed,
Jim Copel a nd , activit ie s them in this country) die of lead
type-written,
double-spaced
chairman. activities · Tom Powell , po[4;,oning chewing walls and
and not be more than 2SO
treasurer , finances ; Monty Sitton. furniture, when babies are killed
words. All letters will be
vice-preside n t. Eastern·.s and maimed by child abuse.
printed as received with the
Under the category ,,,f "half
opport uni t i es ; an d Ron
exception of paragraphing.
Kruckenburg, president-elect. life," (because just existing here

Greeks Seek
Nat'I Status

Not Murder
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Black Problems · Discussed Here

A three-hundred strong peace march led by the m~n, Gregory.

•

2

I

''Soul and style,'' said Dr. Cole.

''No more tricks,'' said Gregory. ·

Forum in the SUB with featured speaker Dixon.

''Fight for peace,'' ·Dixon said

I

